THANK YOU ! THANK YOU! THANK YOU!
After months of indecision on our part, we finally took the plunge and
signed a siding contract with Jon & Jeremy of Pence Bros and their multitalented crew. This is undoubtedly the most patient, co-operative, thoughtful and
polite group of hard workers we’ve ever dealt with and have no qualms about
recommending them for work to any possible clients in the future.
Willing to make several trips to our home for consultations and leaving behind lots
of trim samples, different siding & shake manufacturers packets & brochures, Jon
was never aggressive, pushy or exasperated with us. He never tried to force any of
his own choices on us and let us decide every detail from beginning to end. His
brother and crew were equally professional, business-like and helpful, always
concerned, asking our approval before going forward and nearly bent over
backwards to complete the job above and beyond our best expectations in only 2
days.
All things considered, this is why we chose this highly recommended company with
wonderful client references to turn our dated, drab home into a much more
updated, better looking home than we could’ve ever imagined and did it at a very
competitive bid. They added many fine finishing and trim details that we are sure
other companies would not or could not have included and were meticulous with the
clean up during and after completion.
We have no regrets or complaints and only wish we’d found them earlier in order
to have had more time to enjoy their finished work. We plan on having them back in
the near future when its time for a new roof . We wish them all the best and wanted
to add our comments regarding our satisfaction with Pence Brothers. Fan-tastic!!
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